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Best Practices in Software MeasurementSpringer, 2004
The software business is challenging enough without having to contend with recurring errors. One way repeating errors can be avoided is through effective software measurement. In this volume, Ebert and his co-authors offer practical guidance built upon insight and experience. They detail knowledge and experiences about software measurement in an...
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Advanced Programming in the UNIX Environment, 3rd EditionAddison Wesley, 2013

	For more than twenty years, serious C programmers have relied on one book for practical, in-depth knowledge of the programming interfaces that drive the UNIX and Linux kernels: W. Richard Stevens’   Advanced Programming in the UNIX® Environment  . Now, once again, Rich’s colleague Steve...
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C++ Programming Made Simple, Second Edition (Made Simple Programming)Made Simple, 2002

	The author enables novices to get to grips with the programming language quickly and efficiently, and demystifies the subject matter making it easy to understand.

	

	Java and C++ are now the two clear leading languages for technical and web programming, and the C++ language and environment, including C, are...
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Digital SLR Cameras and Photography For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	The perennial digital photography bestseller, now updated to cover the hottest topics Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For Dummies has been a bestseller since it first came into the picture, and this new edition gets you up to (shutter) speed on the latest technologies available. Veteran author David Busch walks you through new camera...
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Exposure: From Snapshots to Great ShotsPeachpit Press, 2010

	Now that you've bought an amazing new DSLR, you need a book that goes beyond the camera manual to teach you how to take great shots, and that begins with understanding the fundamental principles of great photography.

	

	With Exposure: From Snapshots to Great Shots, popular photographer Jeff Revell starts with the...
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The New C Standard: A Cultural and Economic CommentaryAddison Wesley, 2003

	This book contains a detailed analysis of the International Standard for the C language,-3.1 excluding the
	library from a number of perspectives. The organization of the material is unusual in that it is based on
	the actual text of the published C Standard. The unit of discussion is the individual sentences from the C
	Standard (2022 of...
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